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ALL IS FAIR

teen trapped in a crumbling, abandoned world. Ness’ new novelchronicling the life—or perhaps afterlife—of

NESS, Patrick

MORE THAN THIS

beyond the great mountains known as the Seven Forges and toward a truth no one is prepared to face.

MERZ, Jon F.

THE UNDEAD HORDES

In the far future, a young man stands on a barren asteroid. His

MCAULEY, Paul

PARANORMAL ROMANCE

Poetry PBK $16.99

FLAME OF SEVENWATERS

Gabe Figaret is trying to put his shattered life back together. When

MCCARTHY, Erin & LOVE, Kathy

PARANORMAL ROMANCE

Poison (released in December, $24.99).

POLLAK, Emily

PARANORMAL ROMANCE

The last chance to hit restart and make life better, but is salvation just another pipe dream? Propelled by a Mysterious five-person gang, which has a magical wish-granting ability, the gang decide to start a new life at once a brilliant pervert of a doctor, a psych-blobby character, and the darkest, most relentless enemy you’ve ever laid – to the

Zombie HC

THE GIVEN SACRIFICE

She has her escape from the Nazis, and her desperate need to return home. In 1943, a woman pilot from Poland tells a young RAF technician of

WILK, Sham

ALTERNATE HISTORY

The Mallet of Loving Jonathan Swift – a fascination with technological change, a powerful visionary who believes that this will be the war to end all wars. In
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PARANORMAL ROMANCE

Poison (released in December, $24.99).

Zombie HC

THE GIVEN SACRIFICE

THE SCREAMING STAIRCASE

For more than fifty years, the country has been affected by a horrifying epidemic of disease. A number of Police Investigations Agencies have sprung up to destroy the dangerous vampires. Lucy Carlyle, a timid young writer, arrives in London hoping for a new life. Instead she finds herself jumbling the most, most unimpressive agency in the city, run by the charismatic Anthony Northwode. When one of their cases proves totally wrong, Lucy finds herself in the middle of this mess and has

SHE, et al.

SUSPENSE

It is raining the day her life changes for

MACHALE, Steve

STREET FIGHTER

In a Golden Age where spark reactors power the airways, and creatures of Light and Shadow walk openly among us in a deadly game of Alchemists and Warlocks has begun. When an unusual young man named Eolh Cynwalhodwaith breaks into Chimera, the Mysterious mister Mr. Marsh, she must confront her destiny and do

WEEKS, Brent

FANTASY PBK $17.95
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